
All the data that matters, in one place

ITAS Bodyshop Software

Clarity



Clarity software

Clarity delivers crucial management information through 
one easy- to-use system which helps networks to see 
how their bodyshops are performing in real time.

Discover Clarity

Clarity gives powerful 
reporting out of the box 
and integrates with any 

existing data source to give 
custom analysis which 

fits perfectly.

Filter by a range of metrics 
including job cost and type 
to get a clear overview of 
specific job performance.

Example data screen

Reporting

Filtering

Make Jobs
Av 

hours
Av 

Labour
Av 

Parts
Av 

Paint
Av Total 
repair

31 18.82 689.10 1016.5 278.41 2176
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Balanced KPIs Project the future

Accurate, live, 
open data

Standard metrics and filters

Actuals, 
not estimates

Bodyshops can compare themselves on a 
like-for-like basis against other (anonymised) 
network members by number of ovens or 
technicians, by work provider, by vehicle 
manufacturer, by location or by any other factor.

Clarity isn’t just about reporting on what has 
happened. It’s a powerful data modelling tool, 
too. If you want to see how profitability might 
be increased by adding a new oven, or a jig, or 
a new technician in one bodyshop or many, 
Clarity will tell you.

All stakeholders can rely upon our reports to 
give a truly accurate and up-to- date snapshot of 
throughput, profitability, parts sales, key-to-key time, 
product efficiency, paint usage, total loss and more.

Clarity pulls actual costs through for reporting 
based upon bodyshop invoices and actual job 
timings from our Car Tracker system, leveraging 
completely accurate and dependable information, 
never estimates.
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• Bays

• Ovens

• Courtesy cars

• Technicians

• Regional

• Jobs

• Job cost

• Job type

• Top Ten makes

• By insurer

• By vehicle age

• Parts cost

• Parts profit

• Paint sales

• Paint costs

• Recovery rate

• Repair time

• Labour rates



Our industry-leading software suite (the 3Cs) comprises Core, Clarity 
and Capture. It gives an instant 360-degree view of how bodyshops 
are performing, flexible management reporting and a live overview of 
every repair in progress.

It is the ideal platform for implementing value-add strategic services such 
as work deployment, customer satisfaction surveys and repair certificates.
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Repairer information, 
training, audit and standards 

compliance database.

All the data that matters: 
repair costs and 

management information 
reporting.

Job allocation, progress 
tracking, integrated       

vehicle database, Branded 
customer communication 

and customer survey 
generation with full 
reporting capability.

ClarityCore Capture

ITAS provides a bodyshop approval programme, cutting-edge 
training, ground-breaking software and critical data analysis.

Our Solve body and paint programme creates best-in-class repair 
networks, bringing commercial value and delivering the best 
possible post-accident experience.

ITAS. Setting the standard


